How to read this diagram:
As you move from left to right across the graphic you can follow the achievement level of students broken down by subgroup. N is the number of students in each group.

Data notes: The denominator for all of these percentages is the students from RI’s 2007-2008 freshman class. The numerator is the percentage of who have completed each step at any point between 2008 to 2018. The postsecondary figures includes the classification “Enrolled in Public Postsecondary” which includes remediation data from the three public postsecondary institutions in Rhode Island, CCRI, RIC, or URI. The other classification is “Enrolled in other Postsecondary” which is any college or university nationwide (both 2-year and 4-year) that reports data to the National Student Clearinghouse. This data set does not include available remediation data. Analysis by DataSpark at URI.